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1. Our Background
Mission
HealthSapiens’ vision is the democratization of healthcare: creating freedom for patients to choose despite boundaries and staying
true to health and wellness principles for all.
Our mission is to preserve the integrity of people's health by creating a healthcare ecosystem that covers healthcare for all
individuals from cradle to grave. This in turn makes preventative care something healthcare providers are invested in,
therefore driving down costs and improving health in the long term.
Creating an incentive-driven ecosystem where all players are treated equally and rewarded properly, we envision a transparent and
sustainable healthcare system that embodies efficiency, uniformity, cooperation, responsibility and candor for all users.
We are advocating the shift from a break-fix model of healthcare to one focused on prevention and the overall holistic health of
populations, rather than episodic and transaction-based treatments.
We are here to stay true to the ideals of healthcare through global collaboration and the progression of humankind, one patient at a
time.

History
Our current HealthSapiens 1.0 platform provides unlimited access to medical services anywhere, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
We’ve been in business since 2013, and we currently serve over 22,000 members and over 1,000 board-certified physicians in the
US and Puerto Rico. Over the past five years, we have built a subscription-based consumer-centric healthcare model that directlyconnects physicians with patients. In doing so, we’ve made it possible for patients to receive quality care without the need for
cumbersome intermediaries like insurance companies or government bureaucracies.
With HealthSapiens 2.0, we’re building on our past success and integrating blockchain technology into a decentralized healthcare
platform that rewards and incentivizes good behavior. This will allow us to expand our reach to a global audience as we work to
provide access to high-quality, affordable healthcare.

Membership Figures


over 22,000 current active subscribers



over 1,000 board-certified physicians



we serve all 50 states + Puerto Rico

Problems/Solutions
Four main problems we’re tackling in healthcare:
1. Access to Healthcare
2. Lack of Fair Prices
3. Too Many Intermediary Barriers
4. Low Quality of Care
How we’re working to solve these problems with HealthSapiens 2.0 (powered by blockchain technology):

Problem #1: Access to Healthcare
a) Easily Find/Compare/Contrast – Patients will be able to find/compare/contrast/access healthcare providers across
the US and across the globe based on fully transparent and measurable metrics such as: Cost, Location, Quality of
Care, Provider Experience, and Outcomes After Procedures.

b) Common Currency (our “DOC Token”)


Aids the process of cross-border payments and reduces transaction fees/money-changing fees.



Allows (and encourages) physicians to provide services globally.



Physicians will be able to live and practice wherever they choose, while providing care to those in the most rural
areas of their country (and potentially, the world).

Problem #2: Lack of Fair Prices
a) HealthSapiens 1.0 – What we’re doing now:


Subscriptions starting at $14.95/month (individual) or $19.95/month (family w/up to 5 Dependents).



Unlimited 24/7 access to consultations from physicians via telemedicine (by phone/video/email).

b) HealthSapiens 2.0 – What we’ll be able to do:
Easily Compare/Contrast – Consumers will be able to easily compare providers (and related pricing) before
scheduling appointments and procedures.


Minimize Costs – Blockchain technology + smart contracts = minimizes/removes third-party processing costs,
which reduces physician overhead and lowers consumer costs.



In-person Consultations – Consumers will be able to confidently-meet with licensed physicians locally or across
the globe; more choices of care providers, along with lower overhead to physicians in the network, encourages
lower prices to consumers.

Problem #3: Too Many Intermediary Barriers
a) No Third-Party Approval Needed


Our current 1.0 subscription-based service allows unlimited 24/7 access to medical consultations...no insurance
approval or government approval required.

b) Secure Storage/Sharing of Electronic Medical Record (EMR) data


Historically, EMR data has been stored in hard-to-access, siloed systems designed before the internet; this
impedes access to those who need it, and also results in wasted time/duplicated efforts by care providers.



We make it easy for patients to access and securely-share EMR data with care providers.



By consolidating EMR data, we minimize duplicated efforts and enable greater access to patient data by care
providers, which allows them to make more well-informed diagnoses and provide better care.



Artificial Intelligence layer will make processes more efficient and assist in decision-making to boost quality, as
well as offer macro-level analysis to identify trends and further research.

Problem #4: Low Quality of Care
a) The “Standard” Model: Sick-Care Model


The foundation of our current healthcare system is the treatment of illness and disease rather than the promotion
of good health.



Physicians are spending less and less time with patients, leading to missed/incorrect diagnoses.



No incentives to fix what’s broken; more tests and unnecessary procedures lead to higher profits, and consumers
are left holding the bag.



If we created the conditions to make it possible for people to take better care of themselves, many medical
conditions such as type II diabetes, certain cancers, heart disease, and obesity could be prevented.

b) The “New” Model: Outcome-Based Healthcare


Preventing illness (instead of simply treating illness when it arrives) is our paramount value.



HealthSapiens 1.0: Universally available across all 50 US States + Puerto Rico, allowing members to be moreengaged with their health and make more informed decisions.



HealthSapiens 2.0:



Allow easy vetting of care providers, and patients can choose the care provider they want.
Easier access to Electronic Medical Records (EMR data), allowing patients to be more engaged with their
health



Patients can control and monetize their EMR data (if desired).



Peer-reviewed outcomes lead to better analysis, weeds out bad actors, and result in higher quality of care.



Rewards mechanism: allows patients to earn rewards for reaching goals and partaking in activities that
contribute to their overall health.

2. How It Works
Patient Interaction
Here's an overview of how patients interact with our blockchain-based healthcare ecosystem:

1

PURCHASE
TOKENS

Patient purchases DOC
tokens usable on the
HealthSapiens platform
through an exchange when
they need care.

2

CHOOSE
DOCTOR

3

PROVIDE
CONSULTATION

Patient selects a
Doctor provides consultation
doctor based on peer and gets paid a partial fee.
reviews.
HealthSapiens retains a 5%
transaction fee.

4

PATIENT
REVIEW

5

PEER
REVIEW

Patient reviews the service. If Doctor may escrow part of
positive, the doctor gets paid their payment to send their
the additional fee; if negative, outcome for a peer review or
they don’t.
advertise to reach more
patients.

Old “Fee-for-Service” Model vs.
New “Outcome-Based” Model
With accountability for services provided, HealthSapiens moves
the typical payment model for healthcare from a fee-for-service
system to an outcome-based system.

Our Token Economy
To the left, you can catch a glimpse into the mechanics of the
healthcare ecosystem we're building with HealthSapiens 2.0.
In this diagram, arrows in cyan point to/from each entity in
burgundy. Descriptions next to each line indicate what is
being transferred/provided.

3. Timeline
See where we’ve been, where we’re at, and where we’re going

4. HealthSapiens Logos
Web Logo #1 (MAIN) - (RGB / PNG): https://healthsapiens.io/assets/logos/healthsapiens-horizontal-logo-web-transparent.png
Web Logo #2 - Horizontal (RGB / JPG): https://healthsapiens.io/assets/logos/healthsapiens-horizontal-logo-web.jpg
Web Logo #3 – Vertical (RGB / JPG): https://healthsapiens.io/assets/logos/healthsapiens-vertical-logo-web.jpg
Print Logo #1 – Horizontal (CMYK / EPS): https://healthsapiens.io/assets/logos/healthsapiens-horizontal-logo-print-vector.eps

5. Frequently Asked Questions
Find answers to common questions here: https://healthsapiens.io/faq

6. Press Releases
HealthSapiens Founder and CEO, Karim Babay, has been invited to speak at numerous industry conferences including the Crypto
Health Summit (LA/London), Blockchain in Healthcare Canada, BCI Summit, Crypto Evolved, Blockchain World Conference
and Crypto Funding Summit.
More details on these speaking engagements are accessible here: https://healthsapiens.io/press#pressreleases

7. White Paper
In the 50-page white paper, “HealthSapiens: Decentralized Global Ecosystem for Medical Services and Digital Healthcare,
Implementing Technology Solutions for Interoperability,” CEO Karim Babay explains the mission of HealthSapiens, how the
company is working to fix healthcare and help people live longer, healthier lives.
Accessible here for download: https://healthsapiens.io/assets/HS_Whitepaper.pdf


Contents:
◦ Part 1: Current State of Healthcare (page 6)
◦ Part 2: Why HealthSapiens (page 16)
◦ Part 3: The Token Economy (page 20)
◦ Part 4: Accessing HealthSapiens (page 32)
◦ Our Team (page 37)

8. HealthSapiens Blog
See what we're up to at HealthSapiens, learn more about what we're doing to progress healthcare (for all of us.) Sign up to receive
periodic email updates when we have news to share.
Accessible here: https://blog.healthsapiens.com

9. HealthSapiens Leadership Team Bios + Head Shot Graphics
Karim Babay – Chairman and CEO
Karim Babay is Chairman and CEO of HealthSapiens, a nationwide healthcare provider delivering on-demand access to
healthcare anytime, anywhere, via mobile devices, the internet, video and phone focusing on the Medicare, Individual, and
Hispanic markets. He is also the founder and Chief Investment Officer of Intrinsic Value Investment Partners, a hedge fund
that is value focused.
Babay has over 15 years of global investing, entrepreneurial and corporate finance experience allocating capital across the
capital structure (credit and equity), angel investing, liquid and illiquid investments in securities. He started his Wall Street career at Lehman
Brothers' Mergers and Acquisition department. As a result of his stellar achievements, Babay was invited to join the Center of Excellence team
of Principal Investing and, later joined the Capital Structure Arbitrage desk.
A notable achievement at the global macro level was Babay's call of the Housing Market Bubble in late 2005, which was mentioned in Larry
McDonald's book, "Colossal Failure of Common Sense." He left Lehman Brothers in 2006 and joined Foxhill Capital, a distressed/special
situation hedge fund, as a partner and member of the investment committee. Prior to his Wall Street experience, Babay implemented the global
strategy for various international companies across the Middle East and Europe.
Babay is proficient in three languages including English, French and Arabic, and possesses significant knowledge and understanding of global
trends and their impact on current market conditions. He has published numerous studies and analysis while at Columbia University. Mr. Babay
is member of the board of director and Chairman of the compensation committee of GLYECO, a publicly traded company, principally involved
in processing of waste into high quality ethylene glycol. Mr. Babay also is a member of the Board of Directors of ABANA, Overground Arts
Alliance, and Chairman of the Board of the Friendship Ambassadors Foundation, Inc. (FAF), the producer of the Youth Assembly at the United
Nations.
Babay received a B.S. in Finance and Economics from HEC Institute and an MBA from Columbia Graduate School of Business.
Karim's head shot can be downloaded from: https://healthsapiens.io/img/team/team-karim-babay.jpg

Michael Gluck – Director of Business Development
Michael Gluck joined HealthSapiens as Director of Business Development after working at Opus Advisory in New York
for three years. He was brought to the team to expand HealthSapiens’ exposure in the medical space as well as bolster its
growing employee benefits business. At Opus, he achieved Inner Circle status in his first year for closing disability
insurance (#3 out of over 200+ FRs), and in his second year closed the firm’s two biggest employee benefit clients, and
three out of the top five, that year.
Prior to Opus, Gluck was the first hire at a financial services startup that grew out of a student loan advisory company founded at Harvard
Business School. In this role, he created and developed the inroads with hospitals, local and national organizations, unions and professional
alliances. Highlights included partnering with the biggest house staff union in the world(65,000 members) and delivering keynote addresses at
national conferences on the issues facing young physicians and their finances. With the quick successes, Gluck was tasked with identifying
new verticals and building out the sales team to reach those markets.
Gluck spent three years at Deutsche Bank working on their par trading desk and acted as an agent in the facilitation and settlement of
securitized loans. Counterparties were typically hedge funds, pension plans and municipalities. He created value by leveraging internal subject
matter experts to assist with client issues and partnered with institutional lending to deliver full resources of the bank.
He studied and played football at Dartmouth College, majoring in government with a minor in mathematics. Currently, Gluck sits on the 42
executive boards of the Dartmouth Clubs of Long Island and Westchester. He lives in Rye, NY with his wife and children and is an avid golfer
and reader.
Michael's head shot can be downloaded from: https://healthsapiens.io/img/team/team-michael-gluck.jpg

Mike Volkin – Chief Marketing Officer
As HealthSapiens’ Chief Marketing Officer, Mike Volkin is a serial entrepreneur and marketing expert with over a dozen
years of experience.
In addition to writing five books (one bestseller) and building and selling three companies of his own, Volkin has a
tremendous track record of driving growth and brand awareness through the development and implementation of strategic,
cross-channel digital marketing programs.
His passion for marketing in both B2B and B2C industries has helped dozens of startups and mid-market leaders alike spur growth and drive
new revenue.
Mike's head shot can be downloaded from: https://healthsapiens.io/img/team/team-mike-volkin.jpg

Aaron Gardner – Director of Technology & Web Development
Driven by a lifetime of curiosity, Aaron Gardner has spent his life deconstructing (and rebuilding) everything from toys to
electronics to computers, software and beyond. To stave off boredom over summer vacation prior to entering junior high
school, Gardner started programming computer games and software, and eventually branched out into web design and
graphic design before entering 9th Grade.
A decade later, as a residential real estate agent with Realty Executives International, Gardner discovered the power of
combining programming with intelligent systems, functional automation, and effective Direct Response Marketing tactics. This is ultimately
where he found his true calling—building useful stuff that connects companies with customers and helps make the world at least a little better
place in the process.
Gardner currently resides in beautiful Oregon, and loves the outdoors. When he's not obsessing over a fresh cup of coffee, Gardner
snowboards, produces music, and makes a mean batch of tacos.
Aaron's head shot can be downloaded from: https://healthsapiens.io/img/team/team-aaron-gardner.jpg

Zach Markin – Solidity and Smart Contract Developer / Healthcare Tech Expert
Zach Markin is a Solidity and Smart Contract Developer at HealthSapiens. Markin specializes in in MVP development,
design and software development focused exclusively on healthcare. He’s an expert in designing, developing, testing and
deployment of web and mobile health technology platforms.
Markin holds a BSE in Chemical Engineering from the University of Michigan.
Zach's head shot can be downloaded from: https://healthsapiens.io/img/team/team-zach-markin.jpg

Wojciech Żywno – Solidity and Smart Contract Developer / Healthcare Tech Expert
Wojciech Żywno is a Solidity and Smart Contract Developer at HealthSapiens. Żywno is an expert in healthtech as well as
creating smart, value-based mobile and web-based solutions. He’s currently working with the team to deliver HealthSapiens
2.0 prototype and MVP. Żywno’s specialties include Solidity, Ruby, Rails, React, React Native, AngularJS, Java, JEE,
Hybris, JavaScript JQuery and Spring.
He holds a Master of Science (MSc) in Computer Software Engineering from the Lodz University of Technology.
Wojciech's head shot can be downloaded from: https://healthsapiens.io/img/team/team-wojciech-zywno.jpg

Alex Smirnov – Developer
Alex Smirnov is a Developer at HealthSapiens. He has over ten years of experience in software development, project
management, digital marketing, eCommerce and IT consulting.
Smirnov holds a Master’s degree in Computer Systems and networks and is currently working on his Master’s degree in
Management of Technology from New York University.
Alex's head shot can be downloaded from: https://healthsapiens.io/img/team/team-alex-smirnov.jpg

Laya Mathew – Project Manager
Laya Mathew is a Project Manager and the right hand to Karim Babay, CEO of HealthSapiens. Mathew is a graduate of
Lesley University in Boston where she obtained her B.A. in Management and Sociology. She is passionate about healthcare
and has taken numerous medical sociology courses. Mathew's capstone and final project was a research paper comparing
the U.S capitalist healthcare system to that of Norway's, which is a social democratic country's healthcare system.
Previously, Mathew worked as a Consultant and Executive Assistant at CEC-NY. Her responsibilities at CEC-NY were
networking, attending meetings and programs to represent the center, fundraising strategy, accounting and expense reports, research report
writing and analysis, organizational outreach, communication strategy, data analysis, social media development and marketing, business
strategy, proposal writing, and evaluation.
She has also worked as an Intern, serving under the CEO at OAM Consult, a consulting firm that specializes in organizational development,
programming, evaluation and benchmarking research. Her responsibilities at OAM were conducting research for projects, writing reports, data
analysis and market and economy analysis. Mathew worked on several projects at OAM including the Youth Initiatives Project, Middle East,
Development Project, Myanmar, Microfinance and Crowdsourcing Project, Middle East, Small Business Development, MENA region and
Africa and Bringing Mobile Banking to the Unbanked, MENA region and Africa.
Mathew has lived on four continents and is also well traveled, which has given her a global perspective. She has volunteered around the world
and has been exposed to a variety of different cultures.
Laya's head shot can be downloaded from: https://healthsapiens.io/img/team/team-laya-mathew.jpg

9. HealthSapiens Advisors
Trevor Koverko
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Dr. Steve Levine

Dr. Uli Broedl

CEO, Polymath

MD, MBA, FSHEA, FACP

MD, BS

MD

Silicon Valley entrepreneur,
blockchain speaker, croptocurrency
investor, original advisor to and
investor in Ethereum

Vice President of Medical Affairs
Griffin Hospital, Derby, CT

Practicing Otolaryngologist, Founder
of dB Diagnostics, Top Doctor 15
consecutive years

Bunny Ellerin

John D. McCready

Dr. Umesh Gidwani

Medical Director and Vice
Chief of Cardiac Critical Care, Mount
President of Medical and
Sinai Chief of Cardiac Critical Care,
Regulatory Affairs at
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York
Boehringer Ingelheim (Canada) Ltd.

Brennan Bennett

George Likourezos
BS, MS

Director of the Healthcare and Pharmaceutical
Management Program at Columbia Business
School, Co-Founder and President of NYC
Health Business Leaders

Chief Financial Officer
at Felix Energy

William R. Leute III

Jeff Volshteyn

Rolo Duartes

MBA

MBA

MBA, MPA, BSEE

Senior Executive, Hong Kong Shanghai
Global Finance Expert, Equity Analyst at JP
Banking Corporation and Standard Chartered
Morgan and Bear Stearns
Bank

Co-Founder and COO of QBRICS, founder of Partner at Carter, DeLuca, Farrell & Schmidt –
Blockchain Healthcare Review, Blockchain
specializing in patent/trademark law
Consultant, Tech Entrepreneur, Startup
Advisor

Former Executive Vice President of Sales for
Univision Communications affiliate properties

Dr. Richard Merkler
Pediatric Medical Care – Advisory Board
Member, practicing Pediatrician since 1978

